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Abstract

In the Motion Picture Association of America001
(MPAA), reviewers watch the entire film to002
determine the age-restricted category (MPAA003
rating) of the movie and provide the explana-004
tory feedback for rating decision. As such hu-005
man expert system is a time-consuming and006
non-scalable process, this paper proposes to de-007
velop a machine review system named MARS008
that automatically predicts the MPAA ratings009
of movie scripts. Specifically, in MARS, we010
first explore the use of the well-studied multi-011
aspect classification as machine-provided ex-012
planations, then leverage them to better learn013
the target rating prediction models. We demon-014
strate MARS outperforms various baselines by015
around 10 points in terms of F1 score, detecting016
severe contents with multi-aspect view.017

1 Introduction018

The age-restricted ratings for movies have a wide019

practical value (Gentile, 2008). For example, cus-020

tomers can rely on the ratings as a guideline when021

they plan to watch movies with their kids, while022

media service providers (e.g., Netflix and Amazon)023

may use the ratings to enable age filters in parental024

controls. Filmmakers also edit their movie scripts025

based on the received ratings for lower ratings. The026

MPAA1 provides five categories such as R and PG-027

13 for age-restricted ratings. In current movie rat-028

ing systems, human experts determine the MPAA029

ratings based on multiple aspects (e.g., violence030

and sex) in contents, and then provide feedback of031

ratings. However, as such manual rating decisions032

are very time-consuming through non-scalable re-033

view process, Shafaei et al. (2020) initiated the034

research of automatically predicting MPAA ratings035

based on neural models.036

In spite of such recent neural revolution, there037

is much room for improving the machine review038

1https://www.mpaa.org/film-ratings/

system. First, the predictive performance is rel- 039

atively poor, as the target prediction task suffers 040

from long texts in movie scripts. Although several 041

techniques (Ding et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019; 042

Huang et al., 2019) are developed for long text such 043

as academic papers, our extreme case (e.g., up to 044

21K tokens per movie) is not explored yet. Second, 045

the automatic rating prediction process limits its 046

impact for filmmakers as it does not provide any 047

fine-grained explanation for received ratings, i.e., 048

“how do movies get their ratings?”. If provided, 049

the explanations can help producers to trim severe 050

contents for a lower rating (e.g., R→PG-13). 051

In this paper, we present Multi-Aspect Review 052

System (MARS), a novel machine review system 053

that predicts and explains the age-restricted rat- 054

ings of movie scripts with multi-aspect view, e.g., 055

“this movie is too violent!” for a R-rated movie. 056

Here, we argue that the well-studied multi-aspect 057

classification (Martinez et al., 2019, 2020; Zhang 058

et al., 2021) can guide not only human to under- 059

stand the rating decisions but also machine to better 060

predict age-restricted ratings. Specifically, MARS 061

repurposes the learned multi-aspect classification 062

model at movie level to an external machine-to- 063

machine explainer at more fine-grained level (Liu 064

et al., 2019a; Hase and Bansal, 2021) as follows: 065

• Scene level: By performing multi-aspect clas- 066

sification with each scene, we identify impor- 067

tant scenes and concatenate them for summa- 068

rization (Papalampidi et al., 2019, 2020a,b), 069

which enables to replace the full-length scripts 070

by a shorter input for better rating prediction. 071

• Word level: Multi-aspect classification can 072

hierarchically identify attentive words from 073

the important scenes. By this, we adopt atten- 074

tion supervision (Choi et al., 2020; Zou et al., 075

2018), which treats attention as output vari- 076

ables to robustly supervise rating prediction. 077

Our experiments demonstrate that only MARS 078
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shows over 80% in F1 score (exactly, 85.68%), out-079

performing various baselines by around 10 points.080

To simulate when the original movie scripts should081

be revised/censored for a lower age rating, we also082

analyze how sensitively a change of input script083

leads to a change of output rating. As a result, we084

find that MARS is an effective and scalable tool to085

identify severe contents for minimal editing, e.g.,086

removing a few scene- and word-level explanation.087

2 MARS: Proposed Movie Review System088

To specify the suitability of movies for children,089

the MPAA provides five rating categories such as090

G, PG, PG-13, R, and NC-17 (see Appendix B).091

The objective of MARS is to improve predictive092

performance on age-restricted ratings as well as093

provide explanations for editing contents. To this094

end, given a movie script x, a rating model learns095

to predict age-restricted rating y which is a one-096

hot categorical label. To counter class imbalance,097

inspired by (Martinez et al., 2019, 2020), we adopt098

three rating classes by using a median split: LOW099

(<PG-13), MED (=PG-13), HIGH (>PG-13).100

2.1 Training a Multi-aspect Explainer101

In current movie rating system, reviewers provide102

not only age-restricted ratings but also explanations103

based on multiple aspects. To mimic this process,104

we first train an explainer, which is a multi-aspect105

classification model (shortly, aspect model) that106

learns to predict the existence of five aspects in con-107

tents: Violence, Sex, Substance abuse, Profanity,108

Frightening. Specifically, as we treat each aspect as109

an individual binary classification task, the aspect110

model is trained by multi-task learning.111

Given a script x = {w1, ..., wT } with T words,112

we first use a shared encoder (e.g., Bi-LSTM layer)113

to obtain the representation ht of each word wt.114

Then, we add individual attention and predictor lay-115

ers for different aspects. Formally, the existence of116

aspect a is predicted as ŷa = Softmax(W a⊤ha+117

ba) where ha =
∑T

t=1 htα̂
a
t with attention weights118

{α̂a
1, ..., α̂

a
T } indicating a probability distribution119

over the hidden representations. Note that these120

aspect-specific parameters are not shared among121

different aspects, which contributes to capturing122

what word is important for a particular type of as-123

pects. The aspect model is trained by minimizing124

the cross-entropy loss LCE between the (binary)125

ground truth label ya and its predicted one ŷa for126

all the five aspects, i.e.,
∑

∀x
∑

∀a LCE(y
a, ŷa).127

2.2 Generating Fine-grained Explanations 128

Once the aspect model is learned, we leverage it 129

as an external explainer that provides aspect-aware 130

explanations for a given movie script. Specifically, 131

by utilizing attention and prediction scores from 132

the model, plausible explanations for age-restricted 133

ratings can be captured at word and scene level. 134

For example, in a HIGH-rated movie Deadpool, 135

one scene with script “... Shit! I forgot my ammo 136

bag! Shall we turn back? No time. Fuck it. ...” gets 137

high attention score with bad words such as ‘shit’ 138

and ‘fuck’, while another scene with script “... If 139

your left leg is Thanksgiving, and your right leg is 140

Christmas, can I visit you between the holiday? ...” 141

gets high prediction score (but low attention score) 142

for a specific aspect (e.g., Sex) with metaphoric 143

expression such as ‘leg’. 144

As a full-length movie script may include redun- 145

dant parts (Ding et al., 2020) and have sparse atten- 146

tion distributions (Choi et al., 2020), we first seg- 147

ment a script x into n scenes with uniform length 148

(we empirically set n as 200). Then, we individ- 149

ually perform the aspect classifications with each 150

scene si to compute score(si) =
∑

∀a(ŷ
a(si) + 151∑

wj∈si α̂
a
j ). Based on these scores, we iden- 152

tify the scene-level explanation of x by Escene = 153

{s1, ..., sm} (m < n) with the m-highest scores. 154

That is, the most informative scenes are sampled 155

with respect to multiple aspects. For more fine- 156

grained explanations, we also extract highly at- 157

tended words, and define the word-level explana- 158

tion of script x by Eword = {w1, ..., wk} where 159

the sum of attention weights of wi for all aspects, 160

i.e.,
∑

∀a α̂
a
i , is the top-k in every scene. 161

2.3 Learning from Explanations 162

In what follows we leverage aspect-aware explana- 163

tions into two directions for model to robustly pre- 164

dict age-restricted ratings (Hase and Bansal, 2021). 165

Explanation as Input. To enhance predictive per- 166

formance, we repurpose scene-level explanation 167

as model input instead of original movie scripts. 168

Specifically, we summarize the full-length script x 169

into a shorter input x′ by concatenating the selected 170

text scenes in Escene. As studied in many recent 171

studies (Du et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2019), such a 172

summary can contribute to skimming the irrelevant 173

and redundant parts due to linguistic redundancy 174

effects (Yu et al., 2017), not reading the whole orig- 175

inal text. To preserve the plot context of the script, 176

we maintain the original relative ordering in x. 177
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Model Precision Recall F1

Shafaei et al. (2020) 79.36 73.15 75.38
AttLSTM 78.00 74.00 75.36
AttLSTM-H 84.87 78.87 80.82
AttLSTM-S 76.11 78.12 76.66
MTL 72.51 76.87 73.76
HMTL 71.97 73.96 72.81
BERT 61.21 58.81 59.21
CogLTX 77.69 72.66 74.58
HAN 80.93 78.01 79.17

MARS (Ours) 87.80 85.24 85.68

Table 1: Age-restricted rating prediction performance.

Explanation as Target. To better transfer knowl-178

edge from the aspect model, we leverage attention179

supervision (Choi et al., 2020) from the word-level180

explanation Eword which guides to more focus on181

aspect-aware important words. We provide word-182

level annotation αi, 1 if wi in Eword and 0 other-183

wise, then the loss LKL(α, α̂) for attention super-184

vision is computed based on the Kullback-Leibler185

divergence following Sood et al. (2020).186

Based on these explanations, we learn the rating187

model f(x′; θ) : x′ → (y, α) parameterized by θ.188

Using Attentive LSTM (shortly, AttLSTM) as our189

base model architecture, the rating model is trained190

by minimizing the aggregated loss as LCE(y, ŷ) +191

λ · LKL(α, α̂) where two terms are from scene-192

and word-level explanations, and λ is a preference193

weight (we empirically set as 0.1).194

3 Experiments195

3.1 Experimental Settings196

Datasets. We conduct experiments on a dataset197

introduced by Shafaei et al. (2020). The dataset198

consists of 3,639 movie scripts, accompanied with199

age-restricted rating and multi-aspect labels. Com-200

pared to conventional text classification tasks, this201

dataset contains much longer documents, where the202

average and maximum number of words per script203

is 4,653 and 21,981, respectively (see Appendix C204

for data statistics). We split and stratify the dataset205

by 80/10/10 ratio for training, development, and206

test set for each rating. We report macro average207

precision, recall, and F1 score on the test set.208

Baselines. As baselines, we compare against: (i)209

Shafaei et al. (2020), which initiate the study of pre-210

dicting age-restricted ratings by leveraging not only211

movie scripts but also genres, emotions, and similar212

movies; (ii) AttLSTM and its variants AttLSTM-H213

and AttLSTM-S, where hard label (i.e., ground-214

truth aspect label) and soft label (i.e., prediction 215

from the aspect model) are added as features for 216

rating model, respectively; (iii) Multi-task learning 217

(MTL) (Liu et al., 2019b) and Hierarchical multi- 218

task learning (HMTL) (Sanh et al., 2019), where 219

the aspect and rating models are jointly learned; 220

(iv) BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and its variant 221

CogLTX (Ding et al., 2020) for applying BERT 222

to long texts; (v) HAN (Yang et al., 2016), the 223

hierarchical attention network for long texts. 224

3.2 Overall Performance 225

Table 1 presents the age-restricted rating prediction 226

performance of baselines and MARS. In line with 227

all baselines using the same base architecture (i.e., 228

Shafaei et al. (2020) and variants of AttLSTM), we 229

observe that a learning-from-explanations scheme 230

in MARS greatly improves the model performance, 231

while conventional feature engineering (e.g., gen- 232

res) brings marginal performance improvements. 233

Especially, the performance gap with AttLSTM-S 234

(or AttLSTM-H) suggests that learning the target 235

prediction task is strongly affected by how aspect 236

and rating labels are jointly used together. As an- 237

other ways to leverage both aspect and rating labels, 238

we consider MTL and HMTL as baselines, but they 239

show even worse performance than learning with 240

only rating labels (e.g., AttLSTM). This indicates 241

the difficulty and necessity of finding a way to prop- 242

erly model the relation between aspect and rating 243

information, where MARS present the best remedy 244

outperforming other alternatives. 245

MARS also outperforms other baselines, includ- 246

ing CogLTX and HAN designed for dealing with 247

long documents. Here, we argue that movie script 248

is a practical testbed to evaluate the model capabil- 249

ity of long text processing. For example, CogLTX 250

is evaluated on 20NewsGroups (Lang, 1995) in its 251

paper, but the average text lengths in the dataset are 252

barely 256 tokens, which are far shorter than the av- 253

erage 4654 tokens of our movie script dataset. We 254

find that, in such an extreme case, our simple and 255

lightweight model works better than the complex 256

and expensive models based on BERT. 257

3.3 Analysis of MARS 258

We further investigate how MARS works based on 259

aspect-aware explanations on the test set. 260

Ablation Study. We first conduct ablation study 261

on MARS to measure how the use of word- and 262

scene-level explanations affects the prediction per- 263
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Movie Title Explanations

Deadpool ... If your left leg is Thanksgiving, and your right leg is Christmas, can I visit you between holidays? ...
... Big chrome cockgobbler ! That’s nice. Really got fuck ? ...

American
Virgin

... Take look camera say dirty whores. I’m dirty slut . Go crazy see. Go artai butts ...

... Ask something? Fantazii ever? Know sexual fantasies? Course believe human. Tell one. Come. ...

No Country
for Old Men

... Charlie grabs gun shoot damn thing head swaying trashing glanceshot ricochets around comes ...

... Huntsville back. Arrest testimony. Killed fourteen year old girl ...

Table 2: Scene- and word-level explanations in MARS. Highlighted words represent word-level explanation.

Model Precision Recall F1

MARS (Ours) 87.80 85.24 85.68

MARS w/o Eword 84.90 77.50 80.40
AttLSTM w/ SUMMER 47.04 43.38 35.16

MARS w/o Escene 83.39 79.22 80.47
AttLSTM w/ Lexicon 74.00 78.00 75.66

Table 3: Effects of various explanation methods.

formance in MARS. In Table 3, we observe that264

both explanations significantly contribute to per-265

formance gains, while removing either of word- or266

scene-level explanation leads to the performance267

drop of 5.21 and 5.48, respectively, in F1 score.268

Scene-level Explanation. To validate the effective-269

ness of scene-level explanations, we further com-270

pare MARS with AttLSTM using SUMMER (Pa-271

palampidi et al., 2020a), which summarizes movie272

scripts as shorter inputs for AttLSTM, as a result,273

Table 3 shows that using SUMMER achieves poor274

performance. It is because the conventional sum-275

marization methods such as SUMMER aim to cap-276

ture turning points of the movie storyline such as277

changes of plans, major setback, climax, which are278

not effective for our target prediction task. In con-279

trast, as shown in Table 2, MARS takes important280

task-relevant scenes, e.g., sexual contents such as281

“If your left leg is Thanksgiving, and your right leg282

is Christmas, can I visit you between holidays?”.283

Word-level Explanation. To understand the advan-284

tage of word-level explanations from MARS, we285

compare MARS with AttLSTM using attention su-286

pervision with a pre-defined lexicon named Google287

badword list2. In Table 3, we find that MARS using288

only word-level explanation shows better perfor-289

mance over AttLSTM using the lexicon, mainly be-290

cause MARS considers multi-aspect signals while291

the lexicon limits its coverage to a single aspect, i.e.,292

2https://code.google.com/archive/p/badwordslist
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Figure 1: The number of movies whose predictions are
changed by varying the number of scenes removed.

Profanity. Besides, MARS can capture important 293

words best fit to each movie while the lexicon with 294

a fixed word set can not. For example, as shown in 295

Table 2, MARS highly attends ‘dirty slut’, ‘butts’, 296

and ‘sexual’ for American Virgin and ‘damn’ and 297

‘killed’ for No Country for Old Men, which contain 298

sexual and violent contents respectively. 299

Counterfactual Explanation. Finally, we ana- 300

lyze counterfactual explanations by MARS. Specif- 301

ically, we adopt What-if simulation, where we re- 302

peatedly remove scenes having highest scores, i.e., 303

score(si), from the original movie scripts, then 304

observe their counterfactual predictions until the 305

prediction changes from HIGH to MED. Figure 1 306

reports the number of movies whose predictions 307

are changed by varying the number of scenes re- 308

moved. In this figure, we can find that more than 309

40 movies successfully change their age ratings by 310

deleting only one scene from their original scripts, 311

which may enable filmmakers to easily revise their 312

contents with minimal edits for a lower rating. 313

4 Conclusion 314

In this paper, we present MARS as a scalable and 315

effective tool for age-restricted rating prediction, 316

significantly improving the predictive performance 317

by aspect-aware fine-grained explanations. More 318

thorough analysis of causality between the expla- 319

nations and predictions is promising future work. 320
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A Overview 477

In the following sections, we provide more details 478

on MARS. In Appendix B, we describe previous 479

works for movie rating systems and explanations, 480

respectively. Appendix C presents the overall statis- 481

tics of the dataset used in this paper. Implementa- 482

tion details of MARS are in Appneidx D. We also 483

compare MARS with random selection approach 484

in Appendix E. 485

B Related Work 486

B.1 Movie Rating System 487

The age-restricted ratings for movies have a wide 488

practical value (Gentile, 2008). For example, par- 489

ents can rely on them as a guideline to determine 490

what movies are appropriate for their children. 491

Also, media service providers (e.g., Amazon and 492

Netflix) may use these ratings to enable age filters 493

in parental controls (Lad et al., 2019; Smits and 494

Nikdel, 2019). Having the rating is an important 495

element for producers too (Barranco et al., 2017), 496

as certain theaters refuse to show non-rated movies 497

and it negatively affects the potential popularity of 498

the movie as well as its gross revenue. 499

For this purpose, the Motion Picture Association 500

of America (MPAA), a movie rating system, es- 501

tablishes five categories for the MPAA rating (G, 502

PG, PG-13, R, NC-17) that specify the suitability of 503

movies for children. G stands for the general group; 504

it means all ages admitted. PG means that there 505

is some content in the movie that parents should 506

review. PG-13 indicates that the movie has some 507

content deemed not appropriate for children under 508

13 years old. R stands for “restricted” and means 509

people under 17 should watch the movie with a 510

parent. NC-17 refers to no one under 17 is recom- 511

mended to watch the movie. These MPAA ratings 512

are determined based on the following aspects: (i) 513

Violence, (ii) Language, (iii) Substance Abuse, (iv) 514

Nudity (v) Sexual Content. On the other hand, the 515

IMDB3 website provides objectionable content of 516

movies compatible with MPAA aspects (Parental 517

Guide): (i) Violence & Gore, (ii) Sex & Nudity, 518

(iii) Alcohol, Drugs & Smoking, (iv) Profanity (v) 519

Frightening and Intense Scenes. The IMDB web- 520

site also provides a way to rate the severity (None, 521

Mild, Moderate, Severe) of the aforementioned as- 522

pects of content through user votes. 523

3https://www.imdb.com
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#Train #Dev #Test Min. #w Avg. #w Max. #w Min. #s Avg. #s Max. #s

2,910 364 365 483 4,782 21,181 20 944 3,022

Table 4: Data statistics: #w and #s denotes the minimum/average/maximum number of words and sentences per
script, respectively.

Vio. Sex. Pro. Sub. Fri. TotalPos. Neg. Pos. Neg. Pos. Neg. Pos. Neg. Pos. Neg.

LOW 252 194 167 279 200 246 238 208 206 240 446
MED 533 606 730 409 580 559 398 741 763 376 1,139
HIGH 1,348 706 1,577 477 1,750 304 1,083 971 1,579 475 2,054

Total 2,133 1,506 2,474 1,165 2,530 1,109 1,719 1,920 2,548 1,091 -

Table 5: Distribution of ratings and aspects in the dataset.

In current movie rating systems, human experts524

watch the entire film and determine age-restricted525

rating for the movie. (Li et al., 2020), which is526

a time-consuming and non-scalable process. Al-527

though there are small efforts in automatically528

predicting age-restricted ratings (Mohamed et al.,529

2020; Shafaei et al., 2020), they are not able to530

explain “how do movies get their ratings?”, which531

is crucial for its wider use in real-world. More-532

over, rating happens post production, when making533

changes in movies can cost a lot of money (Edst-534

edt et al., 2021). In this paper, our ultimate goal535

is to advance the movie rating system by improv-536

ing predictive performance and providing explana-537

tions for predictions based on multiple aspects of538

movie contents. We leverage external multi-aspect539

model to explain the rating prediction based on540

multiple predefined aspects. Further, by predicting541

age-restricted ratings solely based on movie scripts,542

we benefits their application to wider range.543

B.2 Explanation544

In a similar vein, neural models dominate these545

days, but it remains difficult to know why such546

models make specific predictions for sequential text547

inputs (Jain and Wallace, 2019; Hase and Bansal,548

2020; Ross et al., 2021). This problem has been549

exacerbated by the adoption of deep contextualized550

word representations, whose architectures permit551

arbitrary and interdependent interactions between552

all inputs, making it particularly difficult to know553

which inputs contributed to any specific prediction.554

Wiegreffe and Pinter (2019) argues for classifying555

model interpretability into two groups: faithfulness556

and plausibility. Lei et al. (2016) notes that a de-557

sirable set of criteria for explainable rationales is558

that they are sufficient, short, and coherent. Yu 559

et al. (2019) extends these criteria by additionally 560

arguing for comprehensiveness, which dictates that 561

a explanation should contain all relevant and useful 562

information. For the faithfulness, Jain et al. (2020) 563

assumes that an explanation provided by a model is 564

faithful if it reflects the information actually used 565

by said model to come to a disposition. 566

C Data Statistics 567

Shafaei et al. (2020) initiates the research of pre- 568

dicting MPAA ratings from movie scripts by pro- 569

viding benchmark dataset. The dataset includes 570

five categories for the MPAA rating (G, PG, PG- 571

13, R, NC-17) and four severity level (None, Mild, 572

Moderate, Severe) in five aspects (Violence, Sex, 573

Substance abuse, Profanity, Frightening). Table 4 574

summarizes the statistics of the dataset. It is ob- 575

served that the dataset contains much longer docu- 576

ments compared to conventional text classification 577

datasets. To balance the negative skewness of the 578

rating distribution, we encode ratings as a three- 579

level categorical variable, namely LOW(<PG-13), 580

MED(=PG-13), HIGH(>PG-13). Table 5 presents 581

the distribution of ratings and aspects in the dataset. 582

D Implementation Details 583

For all components in MARS, i.e., aspect model 584

and rating model, we use the same Bi-directional 585

LSTM (Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005; Hochreiter 586

and Schmidhuber, 1997) with attention (Lin et al., 587

2017). The aspect model is trained by the multi- 588

task learning scheme with the binary cross entropy 589

loss. The rating model is trained with the movie- 590

level rating label with the cross entropy loss and 591

with the word-level annotations with the Kullback- 592
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ExplanationScript !
I'm kind a lonesome back here. Little 
help... Just... I have to keep my hands on 
the wheel. Excuse me!
...
Shit! I forgot my ammo bag! Shall we turn 
back? No time. Fuck it.
...
If your left leg is Thanksgiving, and your 
right leg is Christmas, can I visit you 
between the holidays?
...
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Figure 2: Illustration of MARS framework. The script is from the movie Deadpool with a rating of R (HIGH).
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Figure 3: The performance of Random and MARS on
rating prediction by varying the length of inputs (as %
of script length).

Leibler divergence. Optimization is performed us-593

ing Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with594

a learning rate of 3e-4. To prevent overfitting, we595

adopt dropout rate of 0.2, weight decay with 5e-4,596

and early stop with 15 patience.597

E Comparison with Random Selection598

To verify explanations from MARS, we compare599

MARS with random selection approach, where600

MARS selects a subset of the scene-level expla-601

nations with their aspect scores (i.e., ŷa) while602

the random selection samples the same number603

of scenes from original scripts. As a result, Fig-604

ure 3 shows that MARS consistently outperforms605

random selection when varying the input length.606

Such performance gap indicates that our design607

choice of producing explanations is effective to fo-608

cusing on informative parts for rating prediction.609

Interestingly, when the number of scenes decreases,610

MARS still achieve better performance compared611

to random selection. This suggests that MARS is612

more robust to the input length, as it enables to613

selectively take the most informative parts in texts.614
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